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Abstract—Presently, the simulated Delay Doppler Maps (DDMs)
of oil slicked sea are limited to simplified scenarios which have the
elevation angle of 90◦ (nadir reflection). In this paper, the detailed
simulation process to generate GNSS-R DDMs of oil slicked sea surfaces
under general scenarios is presented. The DDM of oil slicked sea
surface under general scenarios are generated by combining the meansquare slope model for oil slicked/clean surfaces and the GNSS-R
Zavorotny-Voronovich (Z-V) scattering model. The coordinate system
transformation appropriate for general-elevation-angle scenarios are
also incorporated. To validate the proposed approach, a comparison
is made between the DDMs of a simplified scenario and a general
scenario, which are generated based on the oil slick distribution of
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill accident. Theoretical analysis reveals
that oil slick may be detected within a 100 km radius coverage area
around the specular point for a GNSS-R receiver under the general
scenario with elevation angles of 72◦ .
1. INTRODUCTION
During the past 20 years, navigation satellite system reflectometry
(GNSS-R) has shown a great potential in remote sensing over ocean,
land and ice [1–5]. Significant efforts have been put into retrieving
the ocean surface parameters such as wind speed, mean sea level and
significant wave height. Analysis of oil spills on sea surface with coastal
radar was documented in [6]. Recently the possibility of detecting oil
slicks using GNSS-R has been investigated [7]. It is based on scattering
coefficient retrieval using DDMs. However, the DDM proposed in [7]
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Figure 1. (a) Simplified scenario with the elevation angle of 90◦ .
(b) General scenario.
is generated in a simplified scenario in which the elevation angle
of the scenario is 90◦ (nadir reflection) as shown in Fig. 1(a). As
this simplified scenario rarely exists, this paper proposes the detailed
process of generating simulated DDMs of oil slicked areas that can be
used in more general scenarios as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The proposed DDM simulating process of oil slicked areas is
based on the combination of the oil-slicked sea surface scattering
model [7] and the scattering model in the software receiver of
Gleason [8]. Particularly, [7] incorporate the oil spill distribution in
DDMs while [8] provides the routine of GNSS-R DDM generation
under general scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces
the theory of DDM simulation. Section 3 describes the glistening zone
determination and mapping power distribution from spatial domain
to the DD domain. In Section 4, the simulation results under the
simplified scenario and general scenario are compared and discussed.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of this paper.
2. BASIC THEORY OF DDM SIMULATION
Delay Doppler Maps depict the power distribution of the signals
scattered from the glistening zone in the DD domain. It can be
expressed as [9]
ZZ
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scattering coefficient;
position vector of a surface point relative
to specular point;
antenna radiation pattern;
distance from the GNSS-R receiver to a
point on the ocean surface;
distance from the transmitting satellite to
a point on the ocean surface;
coherent integration time;
glistening zone;
power expression of received signal;
τ and τ (~
ρ) are the C/A delay of specular
point and the observed surface point,
respectively;
fd and fd (~
ρ) are the Doppler frequency
of the specular point and the observed
surface point, respectively.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of DDM simulation.
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Figure 3. Relationship between spatial domain and the DD domain.
The blue lines indicate iso-Doppler; the purple lines indicate iso-range
and the patches indicate grid elements.
The triangle function is defined as Λ(∆τ ) = 1 − |∆τ |/τc if
|∆τ | < τc , and Λ(∆τ ) = 0 elsewhere. τc = 1 ms/1023 is the
length of a chip of the C/A code. The function S(∆f ) is defined as
S(∆f ) = sin(πTi ∆f )/(πTi ∆f ). The observed area A is approximately
the glistening zone, which is determined by the area that scatters
enough power to be detected by the GNSS-R receiver.
As can be seen in Eq. (1), in order to generate a DDM, the location
and scope of A needs to be determined first. Secondly, since grid
elements (defined in Fig. 3) are on the spherical surface of the earth,
an accurate way is required to obtain their coordinates. The third step
is to determine the relationship between spatial domain ρ
~ and the DD
domain (∆τ , ∆f ). Finally, the simulation of DDM could be conducted
using Eq. (1). A more detailed process can be seen in the flow chart
in Fig. 2.
3. DETAILED METHODOLOGY OF DDM SIMULATION
This section explains the detailed DDM simulation process which
includes three steps: 1) determine the location of the glistening zone
surrounding the Specular Point (SP) in the Earth-Centered, EarthFixed (ECEF) coordinate System [10]. 2) obtain the coordinates of
the grid elements in this glistening zone. 3) map the power scattered
from glistening zone into the DD domain. The first two steps are the
main process of extending the simplified scenario to a general scenario.
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Figure 4. Flow chart of determining SP.
3.1. Specular Point Determination in the ECEF System
For GNSS-R, the glistening zone is always surrounding the SP.
Therefore, the position of glistening zone could be obtained by
determining the SP. The location of SP can be obtained with the steps
shown in Fig. 4. More specific steps of this algorithm are discussed
below.
In this process, all the coordinates are denoted in the ECEF
~ = [XS , YS , ZS ] denotes the vector from the center of the
system. S
earth to the SP. In order to get the SP, the initial guess of its location
is assumed to be on the earth’s surface immediately below the receiver,
~old ,
i.e., point V in Fig. 1(b). With this first-guessed specular vector S
a iterative updating process is implemented. This process employs
~old . The modification
a modification vector d~S (Eq. (2)) to update S
vector d~S is the summation of two normalized vectors given by the
following formula [2]:
~old
~ −S
~old
T~ − S
R
¯+¯
¯
d~S = ¯¯
(2)
¯ ¯~ ~ ¯
~
~
T
−
S
R
−
S
¯
¯
old ¯
old ¯
~ and S
~old represent the vectors from the centre of the earth
where T~ , R
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to the transmitter, receiver and SP in the ECEF coordinate system.
~old indicates the incoming vector from the transmitter to the
T~ − S
~ −S
~old indicates the reflected vector from the
temporary SP, and R
temporary SP to the receiver.
~
~old + d~S . To
An intermediate vector is obtained as Stemp
= S
ensure the new SP location is on the earth’s surface after updating,
the corrected SP vector must be scaled by the radius of the earth, r.
~new = rStemp
ˆ where
Therefore, the new SP can be obtained using S
ˆ is the unit vector of Stemp
~ .
Stemp
Finally the modification vector d~S will be less than a threshold ts
which is pre-defined according to the demand of the location accuracy
of SP. When d~S < ts , the position of SP is considered found. This
position is the center of the glistening zone.
3.2. Coordinates Transformation from ECEF to ECXI
System
This section defines a new Cartesian coordinate system which will be
able to reinterpret the coordinates of the transmitter and receiver, and
it will facilitate the calculation process of grid element coordinates.
This system has its origin at the center of the earth. The SP is along
the z-axis, xy plane is parallel to the plane tangent to the surface at
the SP, and the x and z axes are in the incidence plane which is shown
in Fig. 5. In the following paragraphs this coordinate system is referred
Transmitter
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Figure 5. Earth-centered, X-Z incidence coordinate system.
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to as the Earth-Centered, X-Z Incidence (ECXI) system.
In order to determine the ECXI coordinates of grid elements, two
steps are required: 1) transform the locations and velocities of the
transmitter and receiver from the ECEF coordinate system to the
ECXI system; 2) conduct a coordinates calculating process for grid
elements.
3.2.1. Transmitter and Receiver in the ECXI System
In order to facilitate the process of determining the coordinates of the
grid elements of the ocean surface, both the locations and velocities
of the transmitter and receiver need to be transformed to the ECXI
system.
To represent the velocities of transmitter and receiver in the ECXI
system, intermediate velocities in a East, North, Up (ENU) system [10]
centred at the SP are calculated first. The conversion of velocity from
the ECEF to the ENU coordinate system is given as

# "
# V
"
Vx,enu
− sin λs
cos λs
0
xecef
Vy,enu = − sin ϕs cos λs − sin ϕs sin λs cos ϕs Vyecef  (3)
cos ϕs cos λs
cos ϕs sin λs sin ϕs
Vz,enu
Vzecef
where λs and ϕs are the longitude and latitude of the SP, respectively.
By applying the ECEF velocities in Eq. (3), the transmitter’s ENU
~Renu and receiver’s ENU velocity V
~Tenu will be obtained.
velocity V
Converting the velocities into the ECXI system requires the horizontal
~R = [VRx,enu , VRy,enu ] and V
~T =
components of the velocities V
h
h
[VTx,enu , VTy,enu ].
Next, the angles between the y axis and the velocity vectors
~R and V
~T are found as θV = tan−1 (VRx,enu /VRy,enu ) and θV =
V
R
T
h
h
−1
tan (VTx,enu /VTy,enu ), respectively. A similar method may be used
to determine the angle θr between the y axis and the horizontal
component of the displacement vector from the receiver to the
~ enu . Then the
transmitter: ~uh = [ux , uy ], where ~u = T~enu − R
~
~
angle between ~uh and velocities VRh and VTh can be obtained by
∆θR = θVR − θr , ∆θT = θVT − θr . Finally, the velocities can be
converted into the ECXI system:
~Rn = [|VR | cos(∆θR ), |VR | sin(∆θR ), VRz,enu ]
V
(4)
h

h

~Tn = [|VT | cos(∆θT ), |VT | sin(∆θT ), VTz,enu ].
V
h
h

(5)

Converting the locations of transmitter and receiver to the ECXI
system can be performed with the following steps: Given R̂, T̂ and Ŝ
are the unit vectors from the earth center to the transmitter, receiver
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Figure 6. A grid element represented by the angles with respect to
SP in x and y direction, respectively. The blue dot indicates the SP
and the red dot indicates the gird element.
and SP, respectively, in the ECEF coordinate system, the angle β1 and
β2 can be obtained by: β1 = cos−1 (T̂ · Ŝ) and β2 = cos−1 (R̂ · Ŝ). Then,
~ become
in the ECXI system, T~ and R
T~n = [−|T | sin(β1 ), 0, |T | cos(β1 )]
~ n = [|R| sin(β2 ), 0, |R| cos(β2 )].
R

(6)
(7)

In the following paragraphs, all the vectors are designated in terms
of the ECXI coordinate system.
3.2.2. Grid Elements in the ECXI System
The glistening zone is a spherical plane because of the curvature of the
earth. Therefore, each grid element in ECXI system will be designated
in terms of a pair of angles (θ1 , θ2 ) as shown in Fig. 6. When
determining coordinates of the grid elements in the ECXI system,
the bounds of these pairs are defined by the width and length of the
glistening zone in relation to the distance from the earth center. For
example, if the glistening zone is a circular area with radius rg , then
r
r
the bound of θ1 and θ2 would be φ1 = ~g and φ2 = ~g , respectively,
|Sn |

|Sn |

~n = (0, 0, r) is the position vector of SP in the ECXI system.
where S
In the process, the angle θ1 ranges from −φ1 to φ1 and the angle θ2
ranges from −φ2 to φ2 . The position vector ρ
~ (θ1 , θ2 ) from the earth’s
center to grid element (θ1 , θ2 ) in the ECXI system can be obtained by
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~n M1 M2 where the rotation matrix M1 respect to θ1 is [8]
ρ
~ (θ1 , θ2 ) = S
"
#
− cos(θ1 ) 0 sin(θ1 )
0
1
0
M1 =
(8)
sin(θ1 ) 0 cos(θ1 )
and the rotation matrix M2 respect to θ2 is
"
#
1
0
0
M2 = 0 cos(θ2 ) − sin(θ2 )
(9)
0 sin(θ2 ) cos(θ2 )
~.
For simplicity, ρ
~ (θ1 , θ2 ) is referred hereafter as ρ
3.3. Power Distribution in Spatial and DD Domain
This process includes the following steps: determine the Doppler shift,
C/A delay and scattering coefficient of each grid element, and map
the power distribution received by a GNSS-R receiver from the spatial
domain into the DD domain.
3.3.1. Doppler Frequency Shift
The Doppler frequency shift fd is caused by the relative motion
between the transmitter, receiver and grid elements. It can be obtained
using [2]
h³
´
i
h³
´ i
~S − V
~T · m̂ fl
~R − V
~S · n̂ fl
V
V
fd (~
ρ) =
+
+ fclk
(10)
c
c
~T , V
~R and V
~S represent the velocity of transmitter, receiver
where V
and a grid element, respectively. fl is the L1 carrier frequency =
1575.42 MHz. n̂ is the unit vector of the scattered wave and m̂ is the
unit vector of the incident wave [8]. fclk denotes the Doppler shift
caused by the receiver clock drift assumed here to be 0. In [11], it
shows that time-evolving or dynamic ocean surface (grid element) will
produce a non-zero Doppler shift. With consideration of the non-zero
grid element speed, it might be helpful to retrieve the sea surface
parameters such as wind and wave information from the GNSS-R
~s has been assumed as zero
DDM. Here, the velocity of sea surface V
since the magnitude of grid element velocity is much smaller than the
speed of transmitter and receiver [2, 9]. The main purpose in this paper
is to investigate the oil slick effect on the GNSS DDM, the influence
of non-zero grid element speed is ignored for simplicity. For SP, the
~T n · S~n −T~n + V
~Rn · R~ n −S~n ), and then ∆f
frequency shift is fd = fcl (−V
~
~
~
~
|Sn −Tn |

|Rn −Sn |

in the variables explanation of Eq. (1) can be acquired using fd (~
ρ) and
fd .
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3.3.2. C/A Delay
C/A delay refers to the time delays of signals reflected from different
f (Rρ +Tρ )
grid elements which is given by τ (~
ρ) =
where Rρ and Tρ are
c
the distances from the grid element to the receiver and transmitter,
respectively; f = 1.023 × 106 Hz is the frequency of C/A code. For SP,
~n − S
~n | + |T~n − S
~n |), and then ∆τ in the
the C/A delay is τ = fc (|R
variables explanation of Eq. (1) can be acquired using τ (~
ρ) and τ .
With the knowledge of both the DD coordinate and spatial
coordinate of each grid element, the relationship between the DD and
spatial domain is obtained.
3.3.3. Scattering Coefficient Distribution
The power received from each grid element is closely related to the
scattering coefficient distribution of it. The equation to determine
scattering coefficient is [9]
¶
µ ¶4 µ
q|
~q⊥
0
2 |~
P −
(11)
σ = π|<|
qz
qz
where |<|2 is the Fresnel reflection coefficient. It is determined by
the polarization, the complex dielectric constant of sea water, and
the local elevation angle [9]. The scattering vector is defined as
~q ≡ k(n̂ − m̂) ≡ ~q⊥ + qz ẑ where k is the carrier wave number. It
can be obtained with the locations of the transmitter, receiver and
corresponding grid element. P (− q~q⊥z ) is the probability density function
(PDF) of the given ocean surface slope. For arbitrary wind direction,
the PDF is provided in [8]. Here, for simplicity, the wind direction is
assumed to be along x axis of the ECXI system, then the PDF can be
approximated by [9]

³
´
³
´ 
q⊥,u 2
q⊥,c 2
µ
¶
−
−
qz
qz
~q⊥
1
 1

P −
=
exp − 
+
(12)

2
qz
2πσu σc
2
σu
σc2
q

q

⊥,c
where − ⊥,u
qz , − qz represents the upwind and crosswind ocean slope
components, respectively; and σu2 , σc2 indicates the upwind and
crosswind Mean-Square Slope (MSS) component, respectively, which
is given by Cox and Munk in [12]

2
σc,c
= 0.003 + 1.92 × 10−3 U10
2
σu,c
= 3.16 × 10−3 U10

(13)
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2
σc,s
= 0.003 + 0.84 × 10−3 U10
2
σu,s
= 0.005 + 0.78 × 10−3 U10
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(14)

In which, the second subscript of MSS c stands for “clean” and s stands
for “slick”. U10 is the wind speed (WS) at 10 m height from the surface.
Since this model is originally raised for optical wavelengths signals, in
order to apply the model to L band GNSS-R signals, the empirical
modification in [13] is adopted in the simulation. The MSS of certain
area is determined by the WS and the presence of oil spill. Hence,
oil slicks on the ocean surface will affect the scattering coefficient
distribution and thus change the corresponding DDM.
3.3.4. Mapping Received Power to DD Domain
Before calculating received power, the Σ of each grid element in spatial
domain can be obtained using
Σ(~
ρ) =

ρ)σ 0 (~
ρ)ds
Ti2 D2 (~
2
2
4πRR (~
ρ)RT (~
ρ)

(15)

where ds is the area of each grid element. Using the relationship
between the spatial domain and DD domain, the Σ function can be
mapped into the DD domain. Hence, Σ(∆f, ∆τ ) would be acquired.
The expression of DDM in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as [14]

®
|Y (∆τ, ∆f )|2 = χ2 (∆τ, ∆f ) ∗ Σ(∆τ, ∆f )
(16)
where “∗” indicates two dimensional convolution and χ(∆τ, ∆f ) ≈
Λ(∆τ )S(∆f ) is the Woodward ambiguity function (WAF) [9]. By
taking advantage of the properties of the Fourier transformation (F [·]),
Eq. (16) becomes [15]:

®
F [ |Y (∆τ, ∆f )|2 ] = F [Σ(∆τ, ∆f )] · F [χ2 (∆τ, ∆f )].
(17)
Therefore, rather than conducting the convolution of WAF and Σ,
multiplication of the Fourier transformations could be used to save
time [14]. Then, by conducting the inverse Fourier transformation,
DDM h|Y (∆τ, ∆f )|2 i will be acquired.
4. RESULTS
The scattering coefficient distribution is modelled by the oil spill
occurred in Gulf of Mexico in 2010. The image used to model
the slick-covered area is acquired by the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) launched by NASA. A uniformly
distributed 6.8 m/s WS at daytime is taken into account according
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Figure 7. (a) Photo of the oil spill at gulf of Mexico, April 25, 2010.
The red spot indicates the location of Station 42040. (b) Simulated
scattering coefficient distribution.
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Figure 8. (a) Scattering coefficients of oil contaminated areas and
clean areas versus distance to the specular point. (b) The ratio between
the scattering coefficients of oil slick and clean sea surfaces.
to data from Station 42040 of National Data Buoy Center [16] as
shown in Fig. 7(a). In the simulation result of σ 0 in Fig. 7(b),
the oil slicked area can be clearly distinguished. It should be
noted that the scattering coefficient of the oil slick, compared with
that of the clean ocean surfaces, decreases more rapidly when the
scattering point moves away from the SP, because the diffuse reflection
becomes stronger and occurs more frequently on clean surfaces than
oil contaminated areas. Although the glistening zone could be more
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Figure 9. Simulated DDM. (a) Simplified scenario. (b) General
scenario.
than 400 km in diameter [14], the area of oil slick detection should be
determined by the region where the scattering coefficients of oil slick
are distinguishable. Fig. 8(a) shows the scattering coefficients of both
oil slicked areas and clean ocean surfaces at the WS of 6.8 m/s, and
Fig. 8(b) shows the ratio of the scattering coefficients of the two. As
can be observed in these figures, the scattering coefficients of the two
types of surfaces becomes identical at scattering points 220 km away
from the SP, which suggests that the oil slick could be detected within
this range limit. However, in order to achieve a large contrast between
oil contaminated and clean surfaces so that the detection result will not
be severely affected by noise, the radius of the detection area would
have to be further reduced (120 km for 2 dB contrast and 80 km for
2.5 dB contrast, according to Fig. 8(b)).
Both a simplified scenario and a general scenario are employed to
generate DDMs based on Fig. 7(b). The simplified scenario is similar
to the one applied by Valencia in [7], and the general scenario is the
same with the simplified scenario except for the location and velocity
of the receiver. A more specific description of the scenarios is shown
in Table 1. The corresponding simulation results is shown in Fig. 9.
As can be observed from the result, the simulated DDMs of the two
scenarios are different especially in the oil slicked area. The shape of
the oil spill in the general scenario is slightly “twisted”, because the
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Table 1. General and simplified scenarios.
6

Transmitter Position (10 m)
Transmitter Velocity (m/s)
Receiver Position (106 m)
Receiver Velocity (m/s)
Elevation angle at SP
Coherent integration times

General Scenario

Simplified Scenario

0, 0, 26682
0, −3000, 0
1286, 1345, 6800
4000, 3000, 0
72.3◦
10 ms

0, 0, 26682
0, −3000, 0
0, 0, 7050
0, 5000, 0
◦
90 (nadir reflection)
10 ms

variation in the orbiting direction of the transmitter and receiver may
alter the contours of the iso-Doppler-frequency, so that the oil spill
distribution in the DD domain is rearranged.
As mentioned before, the application of the general scenario is
broader than that of the simplified scenario, through which the passive
GNSS-R receiver is more likely to detect the oil slick on the sea surface.
Moreover, for a GNSS-R system with the antenna beam steered away
from nadir by a small angle, e.g., the one used on the UK-DMC
satellite [17], the DDM with the highest SNR could be obtained only
under the general scenario, with the elevation angle set accordingly to
the antenna steering angle.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the DDM simulation process on an oil slicked area
under a general scenario. Specifically, the details on how to extend the
simulating process from a simplified scenario to a general scenario is
discussed. An analysis of the received power from oil contaminated and
clean sea surface indicates the radius of the oil slick detection area is
about 100 km. In the simulation result, the difference between the two
scenarios due to the general scenario can be observed clearly. Thus,
applying the GNSS-R DDM of oil slicks under general scenarios could
enhance the study of oil spill detection. Further work is required to
conduct the scattering coefficient retrieval from the generated DDMs
in order to detect the oil slick.
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